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Why did we prepare this report?

Evaluate pathways options for Canada 

A tool for those taking decisions related to net zero GHG emissions

Time to stop muddling along



What do we mean by ‘net zero’?
• Residual emissions balanced by removals

‘Net zero’ changes everything:

• No longer about incremental emissions reductions

• And in practice achieving ‘net zero’ means working to 
get as close to zero as possible in each sector



What makes this report different?

It is not a ‘modelling’ report 
• We need qualitative assessment as well as modelling
• Deep dive into literature and consultation with experts

The two lenses we bring to bear on the issue:
• Transitions 
• Energy system analysis



A transition lens

• Getting to net zero requires fundamental adjustment (transition) in multiple systems of 
social provisioning: not one transition but many

• Each system has distinct dynamics, obstacles and enabling factors for change - so the 
focus should be on sectors and regions

• Transition is not just about climate but about other problems, disruptions and 
transformative forces in each sector

• Transitions go through phases, so policy should be oriented appropriately, using multiple 
instruments

• Test for policy: not ‘does it achieve incremental low-cost emissions reductions?’ 
but ‘does it accelerate system change?’



An energy systems lens

• What does our energy system look like today?

• What would a future net zero energy system look like?





Decarbonization 
tasks:

• decarbonize electricity 
generation and expand 
supply to eliminate 
fossil fuel end use; 

• develop and deploy net 
zero fuels to replace 
fossil fuels in situations 
where electrification is 
difficult or expensive; 

• enhance energy 
efficiency to reduce the 
need for net zero 
energy supply; 

• address non-energy 
emissions (waste, 
industrial processes,  
agriculture);

• explore carbon removal 
to offset residual 
emissions 

• ensure any remaining 
fossil fuel production or 
use is net zero.



Exploring pathways to net zero

Pathways: the character, magnitude, and sequence of changes in technologies, 
infrastructure, business models, societal practices, and policy or regulatory 
frameworks required to transform a system to respond to societal needs including 
net zero emission goals.

 Map scale and direction of change; identify obstacles and robust elements 
(technologies, investments, policies)

 Can help avoid ‘dead end’ pathways: wasted investment, effort and time.

 An example: Biofuels for light duty vehicles



Pathway assessments: system/ sector reports

Each section: 
Analysis of current circumstances, obstacles to change, 
disruptive currents, options for decarbonization, other 
system problems; priorities for action, longer term 
issues.

A detailed assessment of pathway elements that may 
contribute to systemic change 





Credible

Maturity
Economic viability
Social acceptability

Capable

Fit for purpose
Net zero potential

Compelling

To critical stakeholders 
Other costs and benefits
Economic development   
opportunities

Evaluation criteria

Part of that future, or a necessary
step to net zero, or a change  
accelerant









Critical messages

Stop muddling along.

Think about system transitions to net zero: not just short- or medium-term reductions

Focus on places we can accelerate system change now:

 Electrification of transport

 Fully decarbonize electricity

 Get to work on buildings

Drive down Fossil Fuel production emissions

Develop options for less ‘mature’ sectors

 Some industrial sectors, heavy transport, agri-food



Going forward

We are continuing to extend and deepen the analysis:
 Sectors, policy profiles, ‘score cards’, updates

We know the analysis is incomplete and there are 
areas where we may be mistaken

Our goal is to encourage dialogue and we welcome 
your feedback

Thank you
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